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If you want to do the labs on your own Windows computer we recommend
that you use Microsoft’s Visual Studio. As a KTH student you can get the
Premium and Professional versions for free by becoming a member of MSDN
Academic Alliance. You can do that by logging into KTH Mina Sidor and
clicking the MSDN AA link. If you are not a KTH student you can still
download the simpler Express version for free. After you have downloaded
and installed Visual Studio follow these instructions to set it up for the lab
assignments.

1 SDL

Please download the SDL compiled libraries from the website. You should
find them in the download page under Development Libraries. This is the
direct link to the file http://www.libsdl.org/release/SDL-devel-1.2.

15-VC.zip.

Unzip the downloaded file in your desired folder, the folder should con-
tains 3 sub folders: docs, include and lib.

Go into Lib folder and you should see two sub folders, x86(libraries
for Win32) and x64(libraries for Win64). In both folders there are 3 files:
SDL.dll, SDL.lib and SDLMain.lib. Please check your system type if you
are not sure as in Fig. 1 and then copy the 3 files for your system in the
parent folder: SDLDIR/lib.
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Figure 1: System type.
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2 Setting the environment variable

Figure 2: Environment variables.

On your desktop, press right mouse button on Computer, choose Prop-
erties, then choose Andvance System Settings and finally click on En-
vironment Variables, you can see the steps in the figure 2. Under System
variables press new and add a new variable with the name SDLDIR and
the value equal to the path where you unzipped SDL.

3 Using CMake Interface

Figure 3: Cmake Interface.

Download and install Cmake. Run Cmake-gui and you should see an
interface like the one shown in the figure 3. There two fields to fill in order
to create your Visual Studio project. The first is Where the source code
is and this needs to point to the folder where there is the cmake file of
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Figure 4: Cmake Generation.

Figure 5: Cmake configuration done.

the project. The second field indicates where you want your Visual Studio
project to be created. Once you set the fields press configure, chose Visual
Studio as in Fig.4 in the pop up that will appear and press finish.

At this point the cmake-gui should look like the one in Fig.5 with 3 vari-
ables pointing to the SDL libraries and include files. Finally press generate
and if everything went fine you can finally find the Visual Studio project to
work on your labs.
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